TOPIC WEB Year: 1 Term: 2
Science

Humans
* Looking at the five senses (taste, smell, touch,
hear, see)
*Recognising, naming and labelling basic body parts

RE
*Learning about what makes a place sacred

Maths

*Addition and subtraction up to 10.

*Looking at 2D and 3D shapes and their properties
*Understanding place value up to 10.

Music

*Listen and respond to high quality music
*Learning about tempo, volume and rhythm

*Exploring different faiths and their beliefs

help and support when
he/she has concerns about
content or contact on the
internet and other online
Technologies

Computer Science

Art/Design
*Explore printing with a range of hard and soft
materials. Understand the term ‘pattern’.
*Use the basic principles of a healthy and varied
diet to prepare dishes
Understand where food comes from.

*Describing characters and settings
*Sequencing stories
*Writing beginnings and endings
*Daily guided reading
*Group and class reading
*Handwriting
*Daily phonics
*Spellings

PE (Dance)
*Choose movements to make own simple dance
phrases with a beginning, middle and end
*Practise and repeat these movements so they
can be performed in a controlled way
*Using simple dance vocabulary to describe
movement (i.e., describe what body actions
they see)
*Describing why they think particular actions
have been chosen

Computing
*Understand where to go for

- understand what algorithms are; how they are
implemented as programs on digital devices; and
that programs execute by following precise and
unambiguous instructions

English (Fairytales)

Fairy Tales
Jigsaw

*To understand that people have similarities
and differences
*To know how to help people when they are sad
*To recognise and understand the effects of
bullying

History/Geography
*Understand geographical similarities and
differences through studying the human and
physical geography of a small area of a
contrasting non-European country.
 History Week – Understanding historical
events beyond living memory (Remembrance
Day) and the importance of it in the UK.

